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International agreements require inspections to verify the absence of 
undeclared nuclear material

2022 IAEA report: Priority to “strengthen instrumentation capabilities 
for verification with emphasis on reliability, security, portability and 
user-friendliness” including the “ability to detect HEU production […]
at declared LEU enrichment facilities”

Introduction and Motivation

IAEA, “Enhancing Capabilities for Nuclear Verification: Resource Mobilization Priorities.” STR-399, January 2022

IAEA, “Anonymized Report IAEA Robotics Challenge.” 2018

Robotic inspectors may perform
verification tasks less intrusively
and more effectively than
current human-based methods

Develop a robotic inspector
capable of localizing and characterizing an anomalous 
radioactive source when no significant neutron emitters 
are declared to be present
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Mission Relevance & Applications

Safeguards: Developing and implementing new safeguards concepts, approaches, and 

technologies; ways to detect and monitor the nuclear fuel cycle

Confirming the absence of clandestine withdrawal stations in gas-centrifuge enrichment plants

– Neutron emissions from UF6 due to spontaneous α decay, primarily of 234U, followed by (α,n) 

reactions on fluorine

– Since 234U tracks with 235U through the enrichment process, the neutron emissions can be 

indicative of the level of uranium enrichment

Arms control: Developing and maintaining the technical means to monitor whether the terms of a 

nuclear arms control treaty or other international agreement are fulfilled

Confirming the absence of undeclared warheads in a storage facility

– Warheads containing 240Pu emit neutrons by spontaneous fission
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N-SpecDir Bot Design
Boron-coated straw (BCS, 1” Ø) detectors

Previous design has three detectors with room for six; 

second iteration has six detectors with 13” active length

Azimuthally-distributed within a 20” cylinder of high-

density polyethylene (HDPE, 8” Ø)

Attenuates neutrons as they traverse through the system, 

generating a neutron flux gradient between the detectors, 

which is leveraged to yield spectral and directional sensitivity

Surrounded by a thin cadmium casing

Shields detectors from an influx of thermal neutrons

Omni-directional robotic platform

Enables movement in all directions; onboard computers for 

remote control or programmed movement
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Monte Carlo Modeling & Calibration

MCNP simulations 

benchmarked to 

experimental 

measurements of a 

Cf-252 spontaneous 

neutron source at 

Princeton Plasma 

Physics Laboratory

3.4% detector efficiency of the three-detector system, 

neglecting the effects of solid angle and the environment
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Spectral Sensitivity

Front-to-back ratio defined as the counts 

in the forward detector (0° with respect to 

the source) divided by the average of the 

back detectors (120° and 240°)

A harder source spectrum results in a 

lower front-to-back ratio since the more 

energetic neutrons penetrate further into 

the HDPE

We can predict the front-to-back ratio 

produced by a distributed-energy source by 

weighting the mono-energy results according 

to the source spectrum and the detector 

efficiency as a function of source energy
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Directional Sensitivity

In open space, the counts vs. angle curve closely resembles a 

cosine wave, so we represent the angular dependence of the 

detected counts by the simple model:

𝑆𝑖 = 𝐴 + 𝐵 𝑐𝑜𝑠 𝜃𝑖 − 𝜃0

𝑆𝑖 and 𝜃𝑖 are the detected counts and relative rotation of the 𝑖𝑡ℎ

detector for 𝑖 ∈ 1,2,3

System of three equations and three unknowns is solved 

with a single set of measurements to yield the

estimated direction toward the source 𝜽𝟎

For the six-detector configuration, least squares regression is 

used to determine 𝜃0
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Directional Sensitivity
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Error in Directional Measurements

Intrinsic error from the curve-fitting 

process decreases exponentially 

with increasing number of detectors

Minimal inter-detector interference

MCNP calculations demonstrate that by 

doubling the number of detectors from 

three to six, the total detected count 

rate increases by 99%
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Uncertainty in Directional Measurements

Propagated uncertainty 

closely approximates 

results from Monte Carlo 

studies for varying 

source strength and 

signal-to-background

6 detectors achieve the 

same uncertainty as

3 detectors with double 

the source signal

Linear relationship 

between uncertainty in 

detected counts and 

directional uncertainty
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Expected Impact

– Development and characterization of a detection system for autonomously
performing verification inspections in support of NNSA mission-relevant
safeguards and arms control

MTV Impact

– Close collaboration with Princeton Plasma Physics Laboratory (PPPL)

– Past experimental campaign at PPPL for characterizing and calibrating
the proposed N-SpecDir Bot design

– Future campaigns planned for testing the six-detector design and
directional measurements
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Conclusion

Through a series of experimental measurements and MCNP modeling,
we have examined the system performance of our N-SpecDir Bot
and verified the spectral and directional sensitivity of the detection system

For application to future work in source localization, we demonstrate a simple 
yet robust method for performing single-shot directional measurements
to estimate the direction toward an unknown source

By doubling the number of detectors from three to six, the systematic
error is reduced by a factor of 70 and the same directional
uncertainty can be achieved with half the source signal
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Next Steps

Our vision is to develop an autonomous mobile robot for nuclear
safeguards and arms control, capable of localizing and characterizing
an anomalous radioactive source when no significant neutron emitters
are expected or declared to be present

Evaluate the performance of our N-SpecDir Bot for application-specific
scenarios, such as detecting hidden withdrawal stations or low-enriched
UF6 feed stations

Continue developing our previous work on general source
localization utilizing the directional model, uncertainty propagation,
and a Particle Filter

Working toward simulating a realistic test case of source
localization for a safeguards and/or arms control application
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